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ABSTRACT
Animation is a film that is loved by many children, adults and parents, because animation contains its own uniqueness so that many films are used to
meet a general need for communication, both moral messages or a film that is parried from a true story. Learning is an activity of every god creature
that is created the most special, that is, human beings who will not cease from second to second since humans are born until humans die, therefore
learning is a need for every human being to know things they don't know yet and also to improve oneself. especially for women who have their own
demands, especially about covering the genitals, the genitals for women are the whole body, except for the palms and faces, so many women are not
concerned with the law and the obligation to cover the genitals, the hijab is very important to cover the genitals, but still many women wear clothes
that have a negative impact that will spur sexual harassment. The purpose of making this 3-dimensional hijab syar'ie tutorial video is to make it easier
for women to learn how to wear syar'ie without negative impacts, because today many hijabers make modern hijab tutorials and syar'ie forgetting
Islamic rules on genitalia just because for the sake of viewers and followers, which will contain comments or have a negative impact on him.
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1. Introduction
Learning is an activity of every creature that is created by God the
most special, namely humans who will not be stopped every second from
the moment humans are born until humans die, therefore learning is a
need for every human being to know things they don't know and also to
improve oneself. Humans from birth have received demands to learn,
learn to know themselves and their environment, for God's creatures,
especially women have their own demands, especially covering genitalia,
genitalia for women are the whole body, except the palms and faces, so
many women not concerned with the law and the obligation to cover the
genitals, thousands of reasons they complained that the hijab is said to be
very complicated to use, even though the hijab is very important to cover
the genitals, but there are still many women using clothes that have a
negative impact that will spur sexual harassment.
Throughout this year there are many cases that occur in women,
adolescents, and children, there are a number of factors that influence a
person to commit sexual crimes, one of which is caused by women's
clothing that follows trendy foreign fashion styles so rarely sexual
harassment crimes occur for adult women to avoid this act of rape is to
wear very open clothing, Islam demands that women cover their genitals
to avoid slander and crime.
Islam demands every Muslim Muslim to be better and more direct in
life, the demands of life for Muslim women are based on the Qur'an and
Hadith, many young Muslim women understand about the law and the
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obligation to cover the hijab / cover up the genitals, but often they ignore
and do not avoid the restrictions that have been established in the religion
of Islam, so that it cannot be blamed if there are complaints that we hear
that come out from the laity. Like saying: "Wow smart religion, but how
come the lid is closed hijab?" Or like this: "the religion is good, ahlaqnya
less, he just ignored the rules of hijab?" And the like. Sayings like this
should be a motivation so that we can introspect and improve ourselves,
especially Muslim women, to avoid spreading their genitals.

2. Literature Review
With a variety of media information media with popular applications
one of which, a film that uses 3D holographic animation, the process of
delivering information will be easier to recognize and understand
compared to just images (not moving), this study utilizes the facilities of
Blender software and Camtasia Studio to design and create an animated
character that can provide information about the diversity of which one of
them is typical of the archipelago. [1]
The world of film is actually rooted in photography, while animation
is rooted in the world of images (not moving), namely graphic design
illustrations (visual communication design). It can be said that animation
is a medium that was born from two conversions or disciplines, namely
film and picture. To be able to understand and use animation techniques,
these two conversions must be understood and understood. Films are
usually used to record a situation or say something. Film is used to fulfill
a general need, i.e. communicating an idea, message or reality. Because of
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its unique dimensions and because of its entertainment nature, films have
been accepted as one of the most popular audio-visual media and are
favored by the public. Because it is also considered as the most effective
media [2]. Learning Media for Human Organs, for elementary school
children grades 4 - 6, with the help of 3-dimensional animation that
clearly has a unique element, so that it can attract the attention of children
in learning as well as play, and without reducing boredom by being
designed as good as possible [3]. Jilbab is one of the symbols of
obedience for a Muslim woman towards the shari'ah of the Islamic
religion and her love is also obedient to the creator (Allah). Hijab is not
because you follow the trend or want to get praise, even if you want to get
a good match. Hijab in Islam is interpreted as clothing that covers the
entire body from head to toe, which is veiled but must still be dressed that
covers her nakedness. The obligation of Muslim women to wear the hijab
is shown in the Qur'an, which means: O Prophet say to your wives,
daughters, and wives of believers, they should extend the veil throughout
their bodies. That is so that they are easier to recognize, therefore they are
not disturbed. And Allah is Forgiving, Most Merciful. (Surat al-Ahzab:
59) This is clarified again in Surat An-Nur: 31 viz. And let them cover the
veil on his chest based on Surat An-Nur: 31 [4].
In Islamic religious rules, the veil is an obligation for every Muslim
woman to cover her genitals. Jilbab can be used as a veil to cover the
genitalia for Muslim women. In Islam, the veil is an obligation for a
Muslim woman to cover genitalia. Hijab itself in the development of an
era that has become a fashion trend, the hijab is often used at certain
moments, when competing in events, weddings, recitals, etc. Hijab is used
as an identity for Muslim women themselves and has been explained in
the Holy Qur'an in the letter (Al-Ahzab: 59) [5]. The phenomenon for the
use of hijab today is very shifting, often the hijab is not used to cover the
genitalia of Muslim women according to the rules that have been set by
Islam, but now it has become a fashion for women themselves, whereas
the veil functions to maintain the honor of Muslim women, in terms of
several aspects , the use of the hijab / hijab is an obligation for Muslim
women, regardless of age or position, this obligation has been explained
by religion and includes the rules of a woman wearing the hijab, not for
style or want to get praise but has become a separate obligation for
women [6 ]. Clothing has its own placement position on the human body,
both in the form of maupin hijab clothes which identify Islam, but now
the phenomenon of wearing the veil (hijab bohay) is a trend among
Muslim women today, compared to the use of the hijab syar, ie in
accordance with religious rules as a symbol of obedience. against Islam
[7]. Hijab is not only used for adult women, but also used by teenage
women, who always follow the trend and have become a lifestyle for
women themselves, the slang phenomenon that has been selling in the
market to meet the needs of women without prioritizing Islamic Sharia.
Therefore several magazines competed to display the more fashionable
hijab models [8]. This research is intended to describe the rules of hijab or
cover the genitalia for women, because in the Qur'an itself it has been
explained that every woman who has baligh cannot show her body bigian
except her face and palms, other than that as Muslim symbols and also as
a more polite behavior in dressing [9].

3. Methods
This research methods flown like Figure 1.

Figure 1. Research Methods Flow

4. Implementation and Discussion
4.1. 3-dimensional set of loose hijab

Figure 2. 3 dimensional assets of loose hijab

4.2. 3-Dimensional Asset Tight Clothing

Figure 3. 3-dimensional assets of tight clothing
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4.3. Open the Blender Application

Figure 4. How to open a blender application
A way how to make a 3D animation, then first open the blender
application, by clicking on the blender icon.
Figure 8. Opening Unity

4.4. Creating a New Page in Blender
4.8. Setting the Unity Application on Android
Click File-Build Settings, select Android, then click BUID, here the
Android settings have several choices of Android versions, for this media
itself uses the Jellybean Android version shown on Figure 9.

Figure 5. How to Create a New File
In the picture above is an initial step to create a new file (new file) in
the blender, click then new file.

4.5. Create a New Object in Blender
A way how to make 3d animation, click file, new file, then
automatically there will be a cube shaped object shown on figure 6.

Figure 6. cube object
Figure 9. Open in Android

4.6. Edit Cube Shape
4.9. Give a canvas
Give the canvas on the unity view, for the background frame, first
click on the main camera located on the left side of the program-UIcanvas.

Figure 7. cube object
A way how to edit the cube object that will be edited to become a
human character.

4.7. Open the Unity Application
First strep to open the unity application on the computer shown on
figure 8.
Figure 10. Giving Canvas
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5. Conclusion
From the selection results of the Decision Support System for Election
Candidates for KPU Members Using the FAHP Method are as follows:
1. This system is able to produce 10 best prospective members drawn
from administrative data of each candidate.
2. The results of research and trials that have been conducted produce
an accuracy rate of 40%.
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